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GAME CONCEPT

Game Of Snakes is a multiplayer NFT

blockchain game that openly takes on the

inspiration from smash hit PC and Mobile

games such as slither.io (approx 400k daily

players) and Wormate, but puts a

blockchain twist on things.



IN THIS MODEL OF
GAMING, PEOPLE CAN

EARN MONEY



3
DIFFERENTIATING

FACTORS

Your NFT is your game pass
The first key differentiating factors are that you must own one of the
8,888 Game Of Snakes NFT’s, or a partnered community NFT, to be
able to play the game and compete in the tournaments. Your NFT
acts as your avatar in the game, which takes on the same skin traits
of the NFT that you hold. 

NFT's unlock game abilities
Secondly, you will also be able to unlock game abilities based on the
NFT type that you hold and there is also a total of 25 Rare Dragon
Skin Snake NFT’s that will give you a percentage of passive income
from overall game earnings.

Play-to-earn

Lastly, the game takes on a play-to-earn style format mixed with
pay-to-play. Think of a classic arcade game machine where you
continue to top up the game with an extra dollar to play, only in this
case, if you’re good enough, you can pull more money out than you
put in. 



GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW: 1
How it all works

To play you must own a Game Of Snakes NFT held in a Solana wallet such
as Phantom or Solflare. Your NFT acts as your game pass in your wallet

that you use to connect to our game on PC. The game is only available on
PC in the first version but will come out on Mobile in the second version

soon after. 



GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW: 2
There will be two modes of gameplay. One is the free room where you can

practice your skills against other players and bots. The other is the paid
room where you must put down a certain amount of game coins to play.
These game coins can be purchased with Solana and can be swapped

back into Solana. In the free room you can’t win money (although we might
change this in the future), however in the paid room you can win up to the

amount you put down every time you kill another snake. For example, if you
put down $1 and killed another snake in the paid room who also put down
$1, you would take the entire dollar. If the snake you killed put down $2 and

you killed them, you would still only take $1 as that is what you have put
down. Other snakes around you would be able to take the rest.



GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW: 3
You would keep continuing through the game killing snakes and earning
coins until you decide to leave. You can exit the game safely with your
winnings after a certain time of killing your first snake. These winnings

translate back to game coins in your game wallet, which can be converted
back into crypto in your Phantom or Solflare wallet.



Once you have managed to get the hang of the game in the free room and enter the paid room, you
will begin killing other snakes and earning game tokens, which will be later transferred back into
Solana. The game itself takes a tax through a body we like to call the Golden Bank. The Golden Bank
loves to reward it’s players through large tournaments such as the $100k tournament explained
further down. In saying this it also charges a 20% tax on any winnings incurred. 

So say for example you win $100 through the paid room and decide to pull out, you will be taxed $20.
This money goes to both the furthering of the development of the game as well as going to the 25
Rare Dragon Skin NFT holders as passive income. 

GAME TAX AND RARITIES
The ugly and the amazing



GAME TAX AND RARITIES
The ugly and the amazing

There will be a total of 25 Rare Dragon Skin NFT’s that will be distinguishable by their skin trait being
that of a scaley dragon. There will be rarities among these dragons with the black dragon being the
rarest. These NFT’s will be held in different Solana wallets owned by community members that our
game will recognize the address of. Each time the game takes a 20% tax, these 25 NFT’s will take half
of this tax divided evenly between them periodically. The more the game earns, the higher the passive
income becomes with these NFT’s. Each time a Dragon Skin NFT is sold, our game will pick up on the
new wallet address and begin sending the passive income there. To own a Dragon Skin NFT is to own
an income that could one day potentially act as a yearly wage for the average person as the game
grows in popularity.



Game Of Snakes is an NFT game meaning the NFT’s
are designed to be traded for people to not only have
access to and play the game, but also to unlock
certain abilities in the game based on their traits.
Some snakes will have unlimited speed, some will be
able to eat orbs from a greater distance and others
will even be able to generate a protective shield or
pick up more game coins than most. The trade of
these NFT’s is encouraged to try on different
strategies in the game and test out what works best
for you. 

There is more than one way to play.



Game tournaments & streaming
Let's go Team Kungarna!!!



GAME PARTNERS:
TEAM KUNGARNA

We will be breaking records in hosting the largest NFT
tournaments the entire NFT Gaming industry has ever
seen. With our partnership locked in with Team
Kungarna, who have a total collective following of over
21 million people across Youtube, Twitch, Twitter and
TikTok, we will be able to take our game onto a global
stage and set the precedence for the true potential of
blockchain gaming. Team Kungarna are some of the
best gamers in the world who compete in up to $30M
(Yes…you read that right…x30 Million) tournaments
and stream their gameplay to all of their followers.



BOX FIGHT CHAMP TOURNAMENTS
The forward is to go big!

Our first competition of $100k will be hosted by our
gaming partner, The Fortnite Guy, who owns Team

Kungarna and a game tournament hosting
company called Box Fight Champ. In 2021 so far,

Box Fight Champ has hosted multiple tournaments
and given away over $300k in tournament money.

They are the ideal choice for us to move forward
with in order to reach the masses with our game.

Only people who play in the paid room will
be able to compete for the $100k prize

money. We will begin to increase the size of
the tournaments as we continue to grow

bigger and start partnering with other larger
communities. 



USER PROFILES
A login for your snake.

Upon entering the game, you will need to connect your wallet as well
as enter an email, username and password. You will then have
created your user profile, which will be where your high scores, game
coins and wallet address are stored. We will only ever use this
information to be able to contact you if you have won a tournament
and to send you the winnings.


